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ABSTRACT 

This study was conducted to determine the position of the religious 
oriented student at Montana State University as compared to the student 
not involved in religion. 

Questionnaires were administered to $26 students to determine 
student feelings toward church student organizations, college religion 
courses, and their image of the students who are active in church, 

A comparison was made of the academic achievement on $0 students 
designated by their campus pastors as active participants in their 
respective churches, and £0 students taken through random sampling 
of the church student directories of the churches involved. Statistical 
procedures were applied to this problem, to eliminate the effects of 
unknown variables. 

The results of the study revealed that: 

1, The student active in religion seemed to enjoy a rather high 
image in the eyes of most of the students. 

2, Students generally consider religion and church student 
organizations of value on the university campus, 

3.. There was no significant difference in the academic achievement 
of the group designated as active in church and the group taken 
through random sampling. 

It was recommended that since there did seem to be some relationship 
between church activity and academic achievement, that further studies 
be made on the subject, using larger groups and perhaps matching the 
groups by ability. 



CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The position of religion on the university campus has been under¬ 

going continual change since the founding of the first actual university 

in the 12th century A. D. Whereas in the past, religion and courses 

in religion played an important part of the campus life, most young 

people of today upon arriving at a university for the first time.find 

religion just one minor portion of ai very crowded, schedule.' (l) 

A rather definite change in the cultural background of the student 

attending the university has accompanied this change. As recently as 

fifty years ago there was a rather standardized pattern as to who could 

be expected to attend college. Students came generally from well 

established homes where parents were church members of long standing. 

The situation of today is often very different from this. Economic 

disparities, social differences, weakened or shattered home ties, 

weakened or non-existent church connections have had a tendency to affect 

student outlooks and magnify the problems of motivation. In a sense 

these factors have had a tendency to influence the objectives of the 

colleges themselves. 

Much has been said by students, faculty and religious leaders to the 

effect that crowded programs on university campuses leave little or no 

room for moral and spiritual education. It appears in many instances that 

the religious organizations have been pushed into a position1 on the outside 

looking in, and it has become a genuine problem to reach onto the campus 

and influence the students from such a position. 
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Sons individuals seem to feel that the active religious student 

is actually at a disadvantage socially and at times educationally on 

many of our campuses. This school of thought indicates that in todayfs 

university dormitory "Bull Sessions", the "Big Men" on campus are usually 

those who profess no religious affiliation and in a very literal sense, 

"live it up". Those who hold back from these activities are often the 

object of ridicule and are referred to as "Sunday School Boys".(2) 

One source consulted indicated that students who are active in religious 

activities do not measure up in academic standing, social popularity 

or leadership ability when compared with students who are not concerned ' 

about and do not participate in religious activities.(3) 

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
\ 

The purpose of this study was to determine through questionnaires 

the attitudes^of Montana State University students about the position of 

religion and the religious student on campus in comparison to the student 

not active in religious activities, and to compare the academic achiev¬ 

ement of the student designated as an active participant in religious 

activities with the academic achievement of the student not so designated 

HYPOTHESIS 

The hypothesis for this study was a null hypothesis, or in other 

words it was assumed that there was no significant difference'between 

the academic achievement of the student actively participating in 

religious activities and the student not participating. 

d . 
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DEFINITION OF TERMS 

In order to present a clearer understanding of this study, it is 

necessary'to present some definitions* These definitions might not 

correspond exactly with other definitions of similar terms, but for this 

study they will be used in the manner defined below; .y. 

1. Active Student - is a student who has been identified by a campus 
pastor as a regular participant in that denomination^,-worship 
services and student activities sponsored by that church. 

2. Sample Student - is a student whose name has been selected for 
the study through random sampling of the Church Student Directory 
from which the name was taken. 

3; PGPA- is the grade point average that is predicted for the V-x- 
student by the Testing and Counseling Department of Montana 
State University. This predicted average.is based upon the 
students high school grade point average and the score obtained 
on the placement tests. This is computed each fall quarter on 
new students. 

li. GPA - is the cumulative grade point average achieved by the, 
student as of Winter.Quarter, 1967, at Montana State University. 
This is based on a system in which an A * 1* points, a B M 3 points, 
a C *• 2 points, a D “ 1 point and an F “ 0 points. 

9. Analysis of Covariance - The extension of the methods used in the 
analysis of variance to segregate from comparable groups of data 
the covariance in two or more measured variables traceable to 
specified classes of groups, (h) 
Or to state more clearly, it is a statistical procedure to control 
or adjust one or more uncontrolled variables, and permit thereby 
a valid evaluation of the outcome of the experiment. In this 
study the PGPA is held constant while the GPA’s are compared. 

6. Adjusted Mean - is the actual mean, corrected or adjusted according 
to the control of the specific variable which is in this case 
the PGPA. In determining the adjusted mean a linear relationship 
between the variable (PGPA) and the criteria (GPA) is assumed. 

T-Score - A derived score based on the T-scale.! Or to state another 
way, it is a statistical score designed to measure the significance 
of differences between scores of sample groups, adjusting itself 
according to the number in the groups. (£) 

t ••• ••■■v/-. 
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PROCEDURE 

This study involved two phases. First, a questionnaire was prepared 

and submitted to £30 Montana State University students to obtain a 

sampling of student attitudes regarding the need for religious organizat¬ 

ions' and religion classes on'campus, the image of the active religious 

student and the general religious background of the university student. 

The questionnaire was administered in Sociology 201 with the help of 

Dr. A*Delbert Samson, in Family Relations 213 with the assistance of 

Dr. Clark Swain and in Commerce 319 with the permission of Prof. James 

Cameron. The £26 questionnaires returned represented 197 freshmen, 

li}0 sophomores, 80 juniors, 98 seniors and 11 graduate students. The 

responses were divided into three categories representing: 1) students 

who are actively participating in church activities, 2) students who are 

partly active, and 3) students who are not at all active. This was done 

under the assumption that this factor could conceivably have an effect 

upon the response of the student to other questions. The responses to 

each question were then tabulated to be used in obtaining the afore¬ 

mentioned information. 

The second phase of the study involved a total of 100 students, 

divided into two groups of £0. One of these groups of students was 

considered representative of students actively participating in. religious 

activities. The second group was a sample of students not designated as 

active, taken from the churches student directory by random,sampling. 

To obtain the group of £0 students designated as active in their 

respective churches, the assistance of the campus pastors representing 
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five Christian denominations was obtained. These included Reverend 

Herb Strom of the Lutheran Church, Reverend Paul Krebill of the 

Presbyterian Church, Reverend Jerry Thrush of the Kethodist Church, 

Father Edward E. Courtney of the Catholic Church, and Bishop Jesse 

Hodgson of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. These 

individuals were asked to each designate approximately thirty students 

who they felt were their most active participants in religious activities, 

including Sunday worship services, week-day services and church'social 

activities. From these groups of 30 students, 10 names were chosen at 

random from each, making a total of 50 names. This group of 50 students 

was considered representative of the students active in church. 

The second group of 50 students was chosen by selecting at random 

10 names from the student directories of the five aforementioned denomin¬ 

ations. This group was considered to be representative of the students 

showing a religious, preference, but who were not necessarily active in 

church. 

Both of the samples were taken from full-time non-married students 

enrolled at Montana State University during the school year, 1966-6?. 

The predicted grade point averages (PGPA) were obtained on each 

student in both groups through the assistance of the Testing and Counseling 

Department at Montana State University. 

The achieved grade point averages (GPA) were obtained on each student 

in both groups through the Register's Office at Montana State University. 

Because no attempt was made to match the abilities of the students 

in the different groups through use of the predicted grade point averages, it 
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was necessary to use a statistical method in adjusting for the effects 

of the uncontrolled variables, in order to permit a valid evaluation of 

the outcome of the study. To accomplish this, an analysis of covariance 

was used to compare the differences in achieved grade point averages 

between the different groups when the predicted grade point average was 

held constant# An F-Test was conducted to determine if there were 

significant differences in the grade point averages of the groups# 

Adjusted means were then calculated for each of the groups of IQ students 

and for the two major groups of $0 students, and using these adjusted 

means, T-Ratios .were then tabulated to determine whether there was a 

significant difference in grade point achievement between the active 

student and the sample student# 

For all of these tests the null hypothesis was used, which if accepted 

indicates that there is no significant difference between the groups being 

compared. 

Tests of significance were obtained by comparing the following 

groups: 

1# The total active students and the random sample students# 

2. The active Catholic students and the sample from the Catholic 

student directory. 

3. The active LDS students and the sample from the LDS student 

directory# 

h* The active Presbyterian students and the sample from the 
Presbyterian student directory. 

5* The active Methodist students and the sample from the Methodist 
student directory. 

6. The active Lutheran students and the sample from the Lutheran 

student directory. : 
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LIMITATIONS 

There were a number of limitations in this study. The most obvious 

of these was the small number of students used in the different groups 

in the study. It would have been rather difficult to have obtained 

larger samples of students designated as active participants and still 

maintain any degree of randomness. 

Another limitation was the failure to take into account the outside 

activities of these groups. Working part-time or being involved in 

extra-curricular activities could have had an effect on their grade 

point averages. It was felt by the writer that obtaining this information 

would have entailed personal contact with the students and this was not 

desired for this study. It was hoped that through random sampling, these 

variables wore evenly distributed among the groups, thus minimizing their 

effect. 

Because of these possible variables and since the number of students 

used in this study was limited, there is a possibility that the results 

obtained might not reflect an accurate picture ■ ' tho situation as it 

actually exists at Montana State University. 



CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

The review of the literature failed to uncover any previous , 

studies completed in Montana relating to either religious attitudes 

and practices or to the academic achievement of active church members 

in relation to a control group* Literature was further examined to 

determine if any recent studies had been completed in this area outside 

the state of Montana* Also examined were other areas of study that might 

be compared closely with this study. 

Philip A* Parsons (3) conducted a survey of 12 universities in the 

western states relating to the position of religion and the religious 

student on the respective campuses* In conducting his study, questionn¬ 

aires were sent out to 15>j000 students and religious student leaders 

were personally interviewed. His report indicated that those institutions 

attracting students from rural areas and from smaller cities and towns 

seemed to have a more conservative student body in their beliefs, church 

participation and religious background than did those institutions 

drawing from the larger cities. He found a general feeling that the 

religious work occupied an inferior position on campus. Twenty-six of the 

religious student leaders felt that this was the case. Twenty-two 

of these leaders felt that they were at a disadvantage on the campus in 

carrying on their religious work* From the questionnaire.to the student 

population it was found that 1,051| of the students responding felt that 

religious student leaders were inferior to the non-religious student 

leaders, while 5l5 of the students felt that the religious student leaders 
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were superior. Of the students responding to this question, 

2,859 felt that there was no difference between the two. Of the 1;5 

religious student leaders interviewed, U2 felt that there was a definite 

religious problem on campus. Many in the group indicated that religion 

was not an integral part of the campus program and had to push in from 

the side lines. Other thoughts that came out of the study include the 

following: 

1. There is a general feeling that faculty men are indifferent 

toward religion. 

2. There is a pretty general feeling that philosophy and related 

departments could be strengthened and that additions of men 

deeply interested in religion as such would help materially. 

3. Professors in the scientific fieldsare not.aware of the need for 
careful adjustment of their subject matter to the vital convictions 

of the students. 

It. Many complained of the crowded program of the students, leaving 
no room for moral and spiritual influences. This is a severe 

indictment of higher education if true. 

5* Of the students responding to the questionnaire, 30% felt that 
the college experiences were disturbing to their religious 

convictions. And of these disturbed, 70% indicated that the 
greatest disturbances came during their freshman and sophomore 
years. 

Parsons study was fairly representative of the western states, but 

it should be noted that the same conditions may not be prevalent today. 

A study done by flyman (6) found that college students compared 

themselves with, and were attracted to others on the following criteria 

7. Prestige 
8. General 

9* Character 
10i Politics ... 

Hi Sexual Qualities 
12i Religion 

13* Esteem 

in order oi preierence. 

1. 
2. 
3. 

h. 
5. 
6. 

Economic 
Intellect 
Social 

Looks 

Culture 

Athletics 
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It was rather interesting to see that religion was near the bottom 

of the list in the students* eyes. 

In searching for studies that have been done in comparing the 

active religious student with the non-active student, it was found that 

the field was very limited. Clark (7) carried out a study at Southern Connect¬ 

icut ^ State College on the correlations between religious affiliation 

and educational motivation. This study was concerned primarily with one 

religion although others were used in the comparison. It was found that 

activity in the one religion under consideration had a negative effect 

on academic achievement when students within this group were compared with 

the students of the other religions. 

Another study carried out by Ruchti (8) compared the individuals 

values and his achievement in college. Correlations were run between the 

following eight values and the students achievement in college: 

1. Aesthetic' S* Social Contact 
2. Intellectual 6. Religious 
3. Material 7* Prestige 
lj. Power 8. Humanitarian 

From this study, it was found that students who place high value 

on such items as intellect, power and prestige had significantly lower 

grades or acheivement than did the students who did not place high values 

on these. Such values as humanitarian, aesthetic and religious seemed 

to have a positive correlation to a small degree, but the correlation was 

not enough to be considered statistically significant in the study. 

It can be seen from this study that certain values do seem to have a 

connection with college achievement. 
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From the foregoing references, it can be seen that most studies 

that have been conducted in the area of religion on the college campus 

have seemed to negate the position of religion and its influence upon 

the college students. 

The present study has investigated two areas relating to the 

university student and religion on the college campus. The first ••■"i 

was to determine through questionnaire the attitudes of the Montana State 

University students toward the place of religion on campus, its present 

scope of influence and the image of the active religious student. 

The second area was to compare students who wero active in church with those 

not so designated to determine if there was any significant difference 

in the academic achievement of the two. 



CHAPTER III 

THE UNIVERSITY STUDENT AND RELIGION 

In order to obtain information on the image of the active religious 

student and students, feelings toward religion classes and religious 

organizations on campus, the questionnaire. Appendix A, page 32,'was* designed 

and administered to the students in the following five university classes: 

Sociology 201 

Family Relations 213 (three sections) 

Commerce 213 

The students were requested to read the questionnaire carefully 

and answer the questions as accurately as possible* They were also informed 

that cooperating in this research problem was strictly on a voluntary 

basis. The returns represented approximately 99% participation* 

Of the 526 students responding, 197 were freshmen, lliO were sophomores, 

80 were juniors, 98 were seniors and 11 were graduate students. 

There were 278 male students and 2)48 female students responding to the 

questionnaire. 

RESULTS OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE 

The completed questionnaires were divided into three groups according 

to the students, response to question number one. This question asked: 

”Are you presently regularly attending church meetings or activities?11 

This division was made to determine if attendance at church meetings had 

any significant effect upon the responses to certain questions. It was 

found in this grouping that 12U students indicated they were active in 
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attending church meetings, ll;0 were partly active and 262 were not 

attending any church meetings* 

In comparing church activity by college class it was found that of 

the 197 freshmen responding, 107 or 5U percent considered themselves 

active or partly active in church attendance* Of the ll;0 sophomores, 

66 or h7 per cent considered themselves active or partly active. Of the 

80 juniors responding, h3 or 5Uper cent considered themselves active or 

partly active* Of the 98 seniors responding, U6 or U3 per cent considered 

themselves active or partly active. Comparing the freshman and senior 

classes, one can see a small decline in attendance among the seniors, but 

the sophomores and juniors seem to have the lowest and highest attend¬ 

ance respectively* From the data it was observed that no real pattern 

could be drawn on church activity according to year in college. Table 

I shows the comparisons of the various classes in church activity. 

TABLE I 

CHURCH ACTIVITY BY COLLEGE CLASS: SHOWING THE:'PERCENTAGE AND NUMBER OF 
FRESHMEN, SOPHOMORES, JUNIORS AND.SENIORS WHO ARE ACTIVE, PARTIALLY 
ACTIVE AND NOT ATTENDING CHURCH MEETINGS. 

FRESHMEN SOPHOMORES JUNIORS . SENIORS TOTAL 

(?) No * (?) No* No. (?) 

ACTIVE U7 (21*) 3h (21.) 22 (28) 20 (20) V 123 

PARTLY 
ACTIVE 

60 (30) 32 (23) 21 (26) 26 (27) 139 

NOT 
ATTENDING 

90 0*6) 7b (53) 38 (1*6) £2 (53) 2bb 

TOTALS 197 (100) IhO (100) 81 (ICO) 98 (ICO) 526 
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Another interesting comparison between the classes related to those 

students who were not attending church meetings while at Montana State 

University* Of the 90 freshmen who were not attending church activities 

or services, 59, or 65 per cent, indicated that they had been attending 

church before coming to college* Of the 7l| sophomores, 52, or 70 per cent 

indicated that they were attending church before coming to college. Of the 

38 juniors, 19, or 50 per cent indicated that they were attending church 

before coming to college* Of the 52 seniors, 33, or 63 per cent indicated 

that they were attending church services before coming to college. 

A comparison was made between these groups of formerly active students 

and their response to the question: nDo you feel that it's harder to keep 

your religious convictions while here at the university than it was while 

you were in high school?” It was found that 53 per cent of the formerly 

active freshmen students felt that it was harder to maintain their religious 

convictions at the university, 50 per cent of the formerly active sophomores, 

U9 percent of the juniors and 39 per cent of the senior students felt it was 

harder to maintain their religious convictions at the university than it 

was while in high school. This seems to show a definite pattern in the 

attitudes of the different classes as to the difficulty of maintaining 

religious convictions while in college. The rigors of campus life seem to 

put more strain on the religious convictions of the freshmen students than 

on the senior students. Perhaps the seniors have become more adjusted to 

university attitudes toward religion. 

Table II, page 15, compares the four college classes by numbers not 

attending church, numbers and percentage who were attending church before 

coming to college and the numbers and percentage of this latter group who 
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feel it is harder to keep their religious convictions while at college 

than it was while in high school. 

TABLE II 

ATTITUDES OF STUDENTS NOT ATTENDING CHURCH WHILE AT THE UNIVERSITY TOWARD 
THE DIFFICULTY OF MAINTAINING THEIR RELIGIOUS CONVICTIONS WHILE ATTENDING 
MONTANA STATE UNIVERSITY. 

FRESHMEN SOPHOMORES JUNIORS SENIORS TOTALS 

No. {%) No. {%) No. {%) No. {%) 

Not attending 
church while 
at college 

90 - Ik - 37 - 52 - 253 

Were attend¬ 
ing church 
before coming 
to college 

59 (63) 52 (70) 19 (50) 33 (63) 163 

Feel that its 
harder to keep ^ (£3) 
convictions 
while at college 

26 (50) 9 0)7) 13 (39) 19 

As has been mentioned previously, the prupose of the questionnaire 

was to obtain information on the image of the active religious student, 

students feelings toward the need for religion classes and their feelings 

about the religious organizations and activities on campus* 

The group of questions to be considered at this point were designed 

to determine whether the students felt that the religious organizations 

were needed on campus, and whether they were getting enough emphasis and 

recognition. , To the question: MDo you feel that the churches and their 

student organizations aid the students in any way?” it was found that the 

response was of a very positive nature. Of the 526 responses, 36k 
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indicated ’^yes^ 32 wno.y and 130 were undecided. It was surprising to note 

that there was not a highly significant difference in the responses of the 

students in the three different categories: active, partly active and 

not active. 

In response to the question: "Do you think that the church student 

organizations are needed on campus?" 361 indicated’yes*1, 5l "po",‘and llii 

were undecided. Once again there was little variation between responses 

of students listed as active, partly active or not active, as can be 

seen by referring to Appendix A, page 32. 

The responses to the question: "Should religion and church groups 

be given more recognition and emphasis on campus?" showed quite a 

variation from the two previous questions. It was found that to this 

question 235> responded "ye s*J lli5> responded "no" and lh5 were undecided. The 

major shift was among the students not active in church. It was found 

that in this group the responses were, 82'yes'i 99',no> and 80 undecided. 

In the previous questions referred to the great majority of this group had, 

responded in the affirmative. 

The next group of questions related to college level religion classes. 

These questions were designed to determine the extent of participation in 

and the students*feelings about the University offering additional courses. 

It was found that of the 526 responses, 8? students indicated that they 

had taken classes in religion while at college. As might be assumed, the 

highest percentage of students having taken religion classes was found 

among the students who were active in church activities. It was found 

that Ul# of the active students, 2h% of the partly active students, and 
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10$ of the Inactive students had taken courses in religion* 

The response to the question: "Does the university need to provide 

more courses in religion?" was somewhat divided and not too conclusive* 

The students who were active and partly active in church seemed to feel 

more strongly that more courses should be provided than did the inactive 

students* The majority of the students however were undecided on this 

question* Several students, especially in the inactive group, commented 

that courses in religions other than Christianity should be provided* 

The latter portion of the questionnaire was designed to obtain some 

understanding of the image of the Montana State University student who 

was active in church* 

The responses to the question: "Do you think that students are 

generally proud of their religion and religious organizations?" were 

generally in the affirmative* It was found that 3o7 of the students 

felt that they wero, $8 students felt that they wore not, and lUi were 

undecided on the issue* An interesting fact to come out of this question 

was that the percentage of students responding in .the affirmative was 

higher among those not active than it was among the students who consider 

themselves active in church* (See Appendix A page 32) 

The students seemed to feel that there was little difference in the 

popularity of the student active in church and the student not active* 

In response to the question: "Do you think students active in religious 

activities are generally more or less popular than students who aren’t?" 

twenty-seven students felt the active student was more popular and 23 
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felt they were less popular. The great majority of the students however 

felt that there was no difference in the popularity of the two. There 

were 368 students of this opinion and 10? students who had no opinion 

on the question. 

The response to the question:- "Do you think students active in 

religious activities are generally superior academically than those who 

aren’t?" revealed a rather significant attitude of the students. It was. 

found that 88 students felt that active religious students are superior 

academically when compared to the student not active in religion and two 

students felt they are inferior. Once again however, the great majority 

of the students indicated that they could see no difference between the 

two types of student when compared academically. 

The final question asked: "If student leaders in the religious 

organizations were compared to student leaders in other organizations, 

do you think they would be superior or inferior?" The responses did not 

indicate a dramatic difference in the image of the student leader of the 

religious organizations in comparison with the student leaders of the 

other organisations, but there was a noticeable', difference. It was 

found that 6l students indicated that they felt the student leaders of 

the religious organizations were superior while 3U students felt they 

were inferior. Again the great majority of the students indicated that 

they could see no difference between the two types of student leaders. 

The foregoing information suggests that the student active in church 

has enjoyed a rather high image in the eyes of the students at Montana 

State University. 



CHAPTER IV 

CHURCH PARTICIPATION AND ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT 

In obtaining the data to determine if differences do exist between 

the academic achievement of the students considered by their pastors 

as active participants and tho students not designated as active, the 

following areas were considered: 1) The selection of the students in 

this study, 2) Comparison of the two groups within each of the five 

designated religions, and 3) comparison of the grade point averages of 

the active participating students and the sample of students* 

SELECTION OF STUDENTS 

Through the co-operation of the campus pastors of five different 

Christian denominations, the names of 30 students within each church 

were obtained who had been designated as active participants in their 

respective church programs. From each of these groups of 30 students 

the names of 10 students were selected at random to be used in the study. 

This made a total of 50 students designated as active participants in 

church activities* The denominations involved in the study were the 

Catholic, Methodist, Lutheran, Presbyterian and LDS churches 

The second group of £0 students used in the study were also chosen 

through the assistance of the campus pastors. These were selected by'* 

randomly picking 10 students from the student directories of dach of the 

respective churches* This group of students represented a sample of the 

student population not designated by the campus pastors as active 

participants in the religious activities.' 
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Through the assistance of the Testing and Counseling Department at 

Montana State University the predicted grade point averages were obtained 

for the students in each group* 

With the PGPA determined for each student, the assistance of the 

Registar’s Office was obtained to determine the current achieved grade 

point average for each student under consideration* 

Having compiled both the PGPA and the GPA for each of the 100 

students under consideration, the assistance of Mr* Albert Suvak of the 

Testing and Counseling Department was obtained in working out a computer 

program to statistically analyze the data* Because no attempt was made 

to match the students in the groups to be compared, it was decided that 

it would be necessary to run an analysis of covariance on the different 

groups. In addition to this, the adjusted means for each of the groups 

of 10 students and for the two groups of 50 students were obtained 

through use of a computer program. The outlined programs can be seen 

in the form they were fed into the computer by referring to Appendix B, page3U» 

COMPARISON 0? THE VARIOUS GROUPS 

The analysis of covariance was first computed on the 10 groups of 

students classified as either active participants or sample students from the 

church student directory* By using this statistical procedure the PGPA 

was held constant while the actual GPA1s were compared to determine if 

there was a highly significant variation in the grade point averages of 

the various groups of students. The acceptance of the null hypothesis 

indicates that no significant difference exists in the GPA!s of the 
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various groups that cannot be attributed to the influence of the PGPA, 

or the uncontrolled variable. 

The results of the computer programmed analysis of covariance 

came out in the form of an F-ratio of #9095* In checking the statistical 

table on the critical values of F it was found that to be of significance 

the F-ratio in comparing these 10 groups would have had to be 2,76 or 

above* Thus the null hypothesis was accepted that no significant 

differences existed in the GPA's of the various groups that could not 

be attributed to the influence of the PGPA. 

Adjusted means were then computed for each of the 10 groups of 

students, taking into consideration influence of the PGPA on the GPA* 

This was done to statistically compensate for the variance of the 

PGPA^ in the various groups* 

Using the computed adjusted means of the GPA for the groups, T-tests 

were then conducted comparing the active group and the sample group in 

each religion to determine if there was a significant difference in the 

academic achievement of the groups* The acceptance of the null-hypothesis 

here would indicated that no significant difference existed in the 

achievement of the groups being compared* 

Table III, page 22, shows a comparison of the active Catholic 

student and the sample from the Catholic student list, comparing the 

mean of the PGPA1s, GPA*s and the adjusted mean of each group* 
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TABLE III 

MEAN PGPA, MEAN GPA, AND ADJUSTED MEAN FOR THE ACTIVE CATHOLIC STUDENTS 
AND THE SAMPLE OF CATHOLIC STUDENT S. 

GROUP MEAN PGPA MEAN GPA ADJUSTED MEAN 

Active Catholic students 2.Ill 2.5k 2*1*906 

Sample of Catholic students 2*19 2.3k 2.14687 

Using the adjusted means of 2.1*906. and 2*1*687> the T-ratio of the two 

groups was computed as •126. Referring to the statistical table for 

critical values of T, it was found that to be significant, the T-ratio 

for comparing two groups of 10 students would have to be 1*76 or larger* 

Since this level of significance was not reached, it was assumed that there 

was no significant difference in the academic achievement of the active 

Catholic student and the sample Catholic student* 

. Table IV shows a comparison of the active LDS student and the sample 

from the LDS student list, comparing the means of the POrFA’s, GPA^ and 

the adjusted mean of each group.   ' 

TABLE IV 

MEAN PGPA, MEAN GPA, AND ADJUSTED MEAN FOR THE ACTIVE LDS STUDENTS AND 
THE SAMPLE OF LDS STUDENTS. 

no O’ r p "MEAN PGPA MEAN GPA. ADJUSTED MEAN 

Active LDS Students 2.6? 3.00 2.7595 

Sample of LDS Students 2«01 1.95' 2.2590 

Using the adjusted means of 2.7^95 and 2*2590 the T-ratio of the two 
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groups.vas computed as 2,87* This T-score was found to be significant 

at the five per cent level. According to these findings, the active 

IDS student®§ academic achievement is significantly higher than that 

of the sample of students not designated as active, thus the null- 

hypothesis of no difference was rejected in this particular case. 

Table V shows a comparison of the active Lutheran student and the 

sample from the Lutheran student directory, comparing the means of the 

PGPA*s, G?k's and the adjusted means of each group. 

• TABLE V 

MEAN PGPA, MEAN GPA, AND ADJUSTED MEAN FOR THE ACTIVE LUTHERAN STUDENTS 
AND THE SAMPLE OF LUTHERAN STUDENTS. 

GROUP - MEAN PGPA MEAN GPA ADJUSTED MEAN 

Active Lutheran Students 2.31 2.576 2.6062J 

Sample of Lutheran Students 2.32 2.5U8 2.5702 

Using the adjusted means of 2.6062 and 2.5702, the T-ratio of the two 

groups was computed as .21. This T-score was not found to be significant 

at the five per cent level, so the null hypothesis of no significant:- 

difference between the two groups was accepted. 

Table VI gives a comparison of the active Methodist students and the 

sample of the Methodist student list, comparing the means of the PGPA^, 

GrA*s and the adjusted means of each group, (page 2ii) 
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TABLE VI 

MEAN FGPA, IffiAN GPA, AND ADJUSTED KEAN FOR THE ACTIVE PSTHODIST STUDENTS 
AND THE SAMPLE OF METHODIST STUDENT'S 

GROUP MEAN PGPA MEAN GPA ADJUSTED MEAN 

Active Methodist Students 2.65 2.935 2.69U5 

Sample of Methodist Students 2.39 2 .,789 2.7555 

Using the adjusted means of 2,69k1? and 2*?££5> the T-ratio of the two 

groups was computed as *35* In referring to the statistical table it was 

found that this was not significant at the five per cent level. From this 

it can be accepted that there was no significant difference in the academic 

achievement of the active Methodist students and the sample of the 

Methodist students according to this sampling. 

Table VII gives a comparison of the active Presbyterian student and 

the sample of the Presbyterian student, comparing once again the means of 

the PGPA’s, GPA1s and the adjusted means of each group. 

TABLE VII 

KEAN PGPA, MEAN GPA, AND ADJUSTED MEAN FOR THE ACTIVE PRESBYTERIAN STUDENTS 
AND THE SAMPLE OF PRESBYTERIAN STUDENTS. 

GROUP MEAN PGPA MEAN GPA ADJUSTED MEAN 

Active Presbyterian students 2*5k 2.702 2.51*91 

Sample of the Presbyterian Students 2.01 2.262 2.5310 
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Using the adjusted means of 2.5U91 and 2*5310 the T-ratio of the 

two groups was computed as •lOL*, which was not significant at the five 

percent level* Thus the null hypothesis was again accepted that there 

was no significant difference in the academic achievement of the active 

Presbyterian students and the sample of the Presbyterian students* 

SUMMARY 

The 100 students selected for this research project were obtained 

through the assistance of five campus pastors. Through the cooperation of 

the Registar* s Office and the Testing and Counseling Office, adequate 

data was obtained on each student* 

The analysis of covariance was computed on the groups, determining 

that there was no significant difference in the groups to be compared, 

thus making them testable. 

Adjusted means were computed on each group using the means of the 

predicted grade point averages and actual grade point averages* 

Comparisons were made of the active students and the sample from the 

student directories of each of the five denominations. These comparisons 

were made by use of the T-ratio, using the adjusted means from each group 

for comparison* 

It was found that no significant difference existed in the academic 

achievement of the two groups within the Catholic, Lutheran, Methodist 

and Presbyterian students. It was found that the active LDS students 

achieved significantly higher grades than the sample of LDS students, 

not designated as active* ; 
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C0J4PARISCW OF THE TWO CO>3INED GROUPS 

The students who had been designated as active by the pastors of 

the five churches involved were combined into one group of 50 students 

and the students whose names had been obtained through random selection 

from the church student directories of the five churches were combined 

into one group of 50 students* The same statistical procedures were 

then conducted for these two groups as have been described for the 10 

separate groups* 

After computing the analysis of covariance, it was found that the 

resulting F-ratio was *6556. In checking the statistical tables, it was 

found that to be significant for two groups of 50 students in each, the 

F-ratio would have to exceed 1*59* Thus the null hypothesis was accepted 

that there was no significant differences in the GPA‘s of-the two groups 

that could not be attributed to the influence of the PGPA* 

Adjusted means were then computed for the two groups, using the same 

computer program as was mentioned before. (See Appendix B, page 3h*) 

Table VIII shows a comparison of the 50 active students from the 

five denominations with the sample of 50 students taken from the student 

directories of the five denominations. It gives a comparison of the means 

of the PGPA*s,- GPA’s and the adjusted mean for each group. 

TABLE VIII 

KEAN PGPA, MEAN GPA, AMD ADJUSTED KEAN FOR THE ACTIVE STUDENTS AND THE 
SAMPLE OF STUDENTS FROM THE FIVE CHURCHES. 

GROUP MEAN PGPA MEAN GPA ADJUSTED MEAN 

‘Active Students from 5 Churches 2.512 2.751 2.6088 

Sample from 5 student Directories 2.181* 2.386 2.5281 
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Using the adjusted means of 2.6088 and 2.5281 the T-ratio for the 

tv;o groups was computed as 1.5U* In checking the statistical table for 

critical values of T, it was found that to be of significance at the five 

per cent level the T-ratio in comparing two groups of 50 in each would 

have to be 1.66 or larger. Since this level of significance was not 

reached, the null hypothesis was accepted that there was no significant 

difference in the academic achievement of the student active in church 

activities and the sample of students taken at random from the student 

directories of the churches under consideration. 



CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY 

This study was concerned with the image of religion and the religious 

student at Montana State University and the academic achievement of the 

actively participating church member in comparison with that of the 

average student claiming church affiliation, but not necessarily attending 

church. 

A review of the literature was made to determine what studies had 

been conducted. This review revealed that most writings indicated that 

the student active in church does not measure up academically when compared 

to students not so inclined. The writings seem to indicate that the day 

of the church going college student is practically a thing of the past. 

However,tho lack of studies and writings on the subject indicate that 

there is an incomplete picture available. 

A questionnaire was designed to obtain information on the image of 

the active religious student as well as students, feelings toward 

religion classes and religious organizations on campus. The questionnaire 

was administered to students in five Montana State University classes and 

the results of the data obtained by the questionnaire indicate thatt . 

1. The- students at Montana State University recognize religion and 

the religious organizations as beneficial to the students and are 

needed on campus. 

2. The student who is active in church while attending Montana State 

University seems to enjoy a rather high image in the eyes of 
practically all the students. 

3. A comparatively high percentage of the students of Montana State 
University were attending church. (Approximately $0%) 
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The assistance of five campus pastors was obtained in collecting the 

names of 100 students to be used in the study. Of the 100 students, 5>0 

had been designated as highly active in church attendance and the other 

50 students were chosen by random selection from the respective churches 

student directories. 

The records from the Testing and Counseling Office of Montana State 

University were used to obtain the predicted grade pcont averages of the 

students used in the study. The Registar’s Office provided the achieved 

grade point averages for the students in both groups. 

The data for this study was organized in such a manner as to allow 

for statistical inferences to be made. The basis for all the conclusions 

was set at the five percent level of significance. 

The results of the comparison of the academic achievement of the 

students active in church and the sample of students from the church 

student directories indicated that: 

1, The academic achievement of the active Catholic student was 

not significantly different from that of the sample student* 

. 2, The academic achievement of the active LDS student was signif¬ 

icantly higher than that of the random.sample LDS student, 

3, The academic achievement of the active Presbyterian student was 

not significantly different from the random sample of the 

Presbyterian students, 

1;- The academic achievement of the active Lutheran student was not 
significantly different from the random sample Lutheran student, 

5» The academic achievement of the active Methodist student was not 
significantly different from the random sample Methodist student, 

6, The academic achievement of the entire group of active students 

was not significantly different from that of the group of students, 

chosen through random selection. 
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CONCLUSIONS ' • 

The conclusions drawn from this study were based upon the review of 

literature findings, the questionnaire responses and the comparison of the 

academic achievement of the students active in church and of the students 

chosen by random sample. These conclusions are: 

1* The review of literature indicates a lack of previous study 

and research in this area, 

2, Religion and the religious student are riot looked upon with a 

significant degree of disfavor :by. students at Montana State 

University, 

3, There is not a significant difference in the academic achievement 
of the student active in church and the sample of students taken 

from the student directories of the same churches. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

In the light of the results of this study the following recommendations 

are made as to probable future research studies and projects: 

1, A study should be made within religions and with larger groups 

to compare the academic achievement of the active and the non¬ 

active students, taking into consideration the students other 

interests, activities and background. 

2, A study should be made with a combined group of active students 

of several churches, but with a much larger group, to determine 
the academic achievement in relation to church participation. 

Because of the small numbers involved in this study, the results 

were not highly significant using statistical methods, but had 

the level of significance been set at ten percent rather than five 

percent, the findings would have been significant, and would have 
shewn that the student active in church does better academically 

than does the student not attending church. There did seem to be 
a definite connection between church attendance and academic 

achievement, 

3, A. study should be made to determine the student*s feelings toward 
the present university courses in religion with provisions for 

suggestions about additions, deletions and modifications, 

IK A study should be made to determine the student*3 feelings about 

religion in their life. 
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APPENDIX A 

QUESTIONNAIRE ON RELIGION AND DATA 

QUESTION ACTIVE PARTLY ACTIVE NOT ACTIVE 

1. Sex Male 58 68 152 
Female 6? 71 no 

2* Class in College Frosh* hi 60 90 
Soph. 3h 32 lh 
Jrs. 22 21 37 
Srs. 20 26 52 
Grad. 0 1 10 

3* What is your Protest . 75 112 213 
religious back- Cath. hi 25 27 
ground? Jew 0 0 2 

Other 3 2 13 
None 0 1 6 

lw Are your parents Yes ioU Ul» 196 
church 'members? No 10- 13 32 

Father h 2 1 
Mother 7 11 32 

5* Parents belong Both 91 99 168 
to same church One 18 22 he 
as self? Neither 16 19 hi 

6* Were you an active 
church member Yes 107 9h 96 
before coming to No 6 1 91 
college? Partly 11 38 

?• Do you feel it’s 
harder to keep 
your religious 
convictions here Yes h2 67 97 
at the Univ* than No 76 60 133 
it uas :hi!e you Undec. 7 13 31 
‘wore in H. Sch„ 

8, Do you feel the Yes 102 108 151* 
churches and No h li 2k 
their student Undec* 19 28 83 
organisations aid 
tho students?- 

9. Do you think the 
church student Yes 101 111 11*9 

No 5 10 36 

needed on campus? Undec. 19 19 16 
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QUESTION 

APPENDIX A (CONTINUED) 

ACTIVE PARTLY ACTIVE NOT ACTIVE 

10. Do you think 
that religion and 
church groups 
should be given 
r.ore recognition 
and emphasis? 

11. Have you ever 
taken a religion 
class while at 
college? 

12o'.Are you at the 
present time 
taking a course 
in religion? 

13 * Does the Univ. 
need to provide 
more religion 
classes? 

Yes 80 73 82 
No 2k 22 99 
Undec. 20 US 80 

Yes 36 27 2k 
No 88 113 237 

Yes 11 3 6 

No 113 137    2$h 

Yes 39 U3 1U 
No 23 29 82 
Undec. 62 69 139 

llu Do you think that Ye3 

generally the stu- 
dents are croud of 
their religion and 
religious groups? 

77 
21 
27 

106 
11 
23 

17U 
26 
6k 

IS* If given a choice, Indep. 28 hO 107 
which typo social Church - 

organisation would 
you prefer to join? 

Club 
Frat. or 

kl 30 13 

Sor. kl 99 126 
Other 7 19 18 

lo. Ko*r do you think 
students active in 
church compare in 
popularity with 
students not active 

More Pop. 12 6 11 
Less 2 10 12 
No dif. 89 10? 176 
No Opin. 26 16 69 

17. How do you think 
students active in 
church compare 
academically with 
students not active? 

Better 29 2li 39 
Worse 0 0 2 
No dif. 69 90 167 
No Opin. 27 29 60 

18, If student leaders 
in churches were 
compared to those in 
other organizations, 
would they her 

Superior 19 21 21 
Inferior 6 7 17 
No dif. 83 9h 177 
No Opin. 17 18 90 
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APPENDIX 3 

COMPUTOR PROGRAIS USED 

I. ANALYSIS OF CO VARIANCE 

C ANALYSIS OF CO VARIANCE SUVAK 1966 
100 FORMAT ( 3lU) 
101 F ORMAT(F10.1,F10•2) 
103 FORMAT (lk, 5F13 .li, 2lU) 
200 FORMAT(1H lU,UX,F20.1;) 
201 FORMAT(1H 7ZX,F10'U}$X,lkM,F20.h) 
202 FORMAT(1H 9KF«B*8.]4) 
203 FORMAT(1H 5HBETA«F10.2i) 
201; FORMAT (pFl5 • U) 

C INITIALIZE 
1 TSX=0. 

TSY^O• 
AM*-* 
TSXXO. 
TSYYO. 
Tsr/o. 
TSXYO. 
STXYO. 
STIYO * 
STXX'-O * 
AMO* 
READ 100, I^T 
IF (NT)99,99,2 

2 DO 6 1*1, NT 
SUKXO* 
SUMO* 
sxxo © 
sno© 
SXT-O© 
READ 100,NC,ID,L 

. DO 16 J-1,NC 
• READ 101, X,Y 

SUMX-SUMY+X 
SUM^-SUMY+Y 
SXX-SXX-i-XvrX 
SYY^SYY+Y-xY 
S:CY^S:CY+X*Y 

16 COMTIiRJE . 
PUNCH 103 , NC, SUMY, SUMX, SYY, S)S(, SXY, ID, L 
TN-MC 
AN^AN+TN 
TSX«TSX+SUI-K 

(cont* p 35) 
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APPENDIX B (CONTINUED) 

TSY«TSY»SUMy 
Tsxx«Tsxx+s:a 
TSYY“TSYY+SYY 
TsxY-TwSrx^sxr 
STXX*STXX+5U1^C^2/TN 
STYY»STYY+SUl^^-2/TN 
STXY»STXY*SUMX*SUMY/TN 

6 C0NTINJ2 
XBX-TSX/AN 
XBY-TSY/AN 
TTXX®TSXX-TSX*^2/AN 
TTXY^TSXY- (TSX-'TSY) /AN 
TTYY«TSYY«TSY-^2/AN 
ATXX«STXX-TSX-^2/AN 
ATXY=STXY - ( T SX*TSY) /AN 
ATYY+STYY-T3Y**2/AN 
ATDF^Ni-1 
ANDF«AiN-l. 
ERDF«ANDF-ATDF 
Em>TTXX-ATXX 
ERXY “TTXY-ATXY 
ERYY-TTYY-ATYY 
EDR'-=E?.YY-ERXY-^2/EHXX 
EDRF“ERD?-I 
PNSQ“EIB/EDRF 
TDR=TTYY~TTXY^2/TTXX 
TDRDp«i:>n)?-l„ 
DTAA M^TDR-E DR 
DTDF«TDRDF-EDRF 
DT K3Q»£TAArf/DTDF 
F^D?I'5Q/?:-SQ 
BETA«ER}^/ERXX 
I?DF«ATDF • 
IRDF»ERDF 
IDRF~EDRF 
INDF«ANDF 
LDRFa'TDRDF 
LTDF^BTDF 
FRINT200, ITDF3ATXX,ATXY,ATYY 
PR I NT200. IRDF, SRXX3 EftXY,ERYY, EDR, IDRF, PKSQ 
ERINT200 sINDF,TTXX,TTXY,TTYY,TDR,LDRF 
PRINT201 ^ DTAAM, LTDF, DTX3Q' 
PRINT202^F 
PRI NY203, BETA 
PUNCH 2011,XBX, XBY,BETA,ERXX, PFBQ 
GO TO 1 

99 CALL EXIT 
END 
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APPENDIX B CONTINUED 

C CALCULATION OF ADJUSTED MEANS SUVAX 1966 
102 FOPJ-IAT (Ik, #13 .1*, ?lU) 
203 FORJLAT(IH 3X7}IXBAR(T) 3X7KYEAR(T) 6Xi;HBETA) 
20U FORMAT(5FI9.W 
20^ FORMAT (3F10.W 
300 FORMAT (2F10*li,2lW 
210 FORMAT (IH 13X7HXBAR(l)10Xl5HXBAR(l) -XBAR(T) 8>D.2H(BETA) (XBAR)l2Xl|Hr 

1BAR11X8HADJ YBAR12X5HERROR) 
211 FORMAT (IH 6F20.U,3X,ll;,3X,ll4) 

READ 20k}XBX,XBY,BETA 3ERXX,PMSQ 
PRINT 203 
PRINT 2055XBX,XBY,BETA 

5 READ 102,N,SUMY,SUMX, SYY,SXX,SXY,ID,L1 
BNaN 
XBAR-SUMX/BN 
YBAR^SUMY/BN . 
ABAR-X3AR-XBX 
BABR-BETA-x-ABAR 
AYB AR-OLB AR-3ABR 
BMSQ^SQRTF (PMSQ') 
SErB^SQRTF(l./BN+ABAR^f2/ERXX)*BI-SQ 
PRINT 210 
PRIivT211, XBAR, A.BAR>BABR> YEAR, AYBAR,SSTB, ID, LI 
PUNCH 300,AYBAR,SEY3,N,LI 
GO TO 5 
END 
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APPENDIX C 

RAW DATA ON STUDENTS 

CATHOLIC ACTIVE PGPA GPA 

3.1 3.16 
2 2.h 3.5l 
3 1.8 1.79 
b 2.U 2.97 
5 1.9 2.31 
6 1.9 2.06 
7 2.2 2.60 
8 2.1 2.30 
9 2.U 2.1»3 
10 2.8 2.27 

Mean Mean Adjusted 
PGPA 2. Ill GPA. 2.51* Mean 2.U906 

CATHOLIC SAMPLE PGPA GPA 

1 3.2 3.75 
2 2.0 2.35 
3 . 2.1 2.23 
h 2.1 1.79 
5 2.2 2.02 

.6 1.9 2.51* 
7 1.2 2.55 
8 2.6 3.01 
9 2.1 .85 
10 2.p 2.31* 

Kean Kean Adjusted 
PGPA 2.19 GPA 2.31* Mean 2.1|687 

LDS ACTIVE PGPA GPA 

JL 2.8 3.06 
2.8 3.05 

•*% * 2.1 2.82 
h 2.1* 2.59 
5 2.5 2.53 
(. 2.5 3.16 
7 3.3 2.61i 
8 2.9 3.65 
9 2.6 3.59 
10 2.6 2.91 

Kean 
PGPA 2*65 

Kean Adjusted 
GPA 3*00 Kean 2.7595 
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APPENDIX C CONTINUED 

IDS SAMPLE PGPA GPA 

1 2.h 2.76 
2 1.5 2.0 
3 1.7 1.8? 
U 2*1 2.28 

1,6 1.9U 
6 2.h 2.68 
7 l.u •6U 
8 2.5 1.6U 
9 2*8 2.57 
10 1.7 i.So 

Moan Mean Adjusted 
PGPA 2*01 GPA 1.99 Mean 2.2^90 

LUTHERAN ACTIVE PGPA GPA 

1 2.S> 2.72 
2 1.9 2.00 
3 2.U 2.60 
h 3.0 2.69 
5 2*0 2.97 
6 lv9 2.31 
7 2*5 2.38 

. 8 1.9 1.71 
9 3*0 3.35 
10 

Mean 
3*0 

Mean 
2.03 

Adjusted 
PGPA 2,31 GPA 2.576 mean 2.6062 

LUTHERAN SAMPLE PGPA GPA 

1 2.7 2.73 2 2.1 2.91 
3 1.6 1.13 
2i 2.8 3.25 
5 2*7 2.53 
6 2*0 3,13 
7 2.3 2.77 
8 2.1; 2.It 
9 2.0 2.17 *■ 

10 
Kean 

2.6 
Mean 

2.72 
Adjusted 

PGPA 2.32 GPA 2.5t8 mean 2.570S 
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APPENDIX G COOTI^JED 

METHODIST ACTIVE PGPA GPA 

1 3*3 3.86 
2 1.9 2.20 
3 3*3 3.55 
h 2*1 2.50 
5 2.6 2.77 
6 1.9 2.0 
7 2*8 3.05 
8 2*9 3.51 
9 2.6 3.06 

10 3*1 3.65 
Mean Kean Adjusted 
PGPA 2.6£ GPA 2.935 Mean 2.69I45 

METHODIST SAMPLE PGPA GPA 

1 2.S 2.19 
2 2©9 •3.50 
3 * 2.U 2.35 
k 2.7 3.13 
p 2*0 2.05 
6 1*9 3.00 
7 1*6 2.61| 
8 2*8 3.20 
9 2*8 3.69 

10 2*3 2.Ut 
Kean Kean ~ Adjusted 
PGPA 2.39 GPA 2.789 Mean 2. 7555 

PRESBYTERIAN ACTIVE PGPA GPA 

1 1.7 2.18 
2 2*6 2.38 
j> 2*6 2.J|0 
h 2.5 2.13 
5 2*8 3.35 
6 2.5 2.lit 
7 3*4 3.75 
8 2.it 3.Oil 
9 2.9 3.itl 

10 2*0 2.2k 
Kean Mean Adjusted 
PGPA 2.5h GPA 2.702 Kean 2.5ii91 
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APPENDIX C CONTINUED 

PRESBYTERIAN SAMPLE PGPA GPA 

1 1.8 1.76 

2 1.8 2.11i 

3 1.7 1.97 

k 2.8 2.89 

$ 2.5 3.14; 
s 
O 1.5 2.09 

7 2;5 2.33 
S l*h 1.98 

9 1.9 1.70 

10 2*2 2,32 
Mean Mean 
PGPA 2.01 GPA 2.262 

Adjusted 
Mean 2,^310 
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